DCI Inc. Buy Back Program

DCI is an environmentally friendly company that recycles whenever possible.
Items are Brought Back to Our Factory
Trucks are Unloaded and Sorting Begins
Drawers are Removed and Inspected
Drawer Glides are Removed
Those that still operate smoothly are reused.
Those that do not are recycled.
Drawers are Disassembled

Drawer fronts in good condition are refinished and reused. Those in bad condition are cut up and used as structural components in new furniture.
Drawer Sides are Sorted

Those in good condition are refinished and reused. Those in bad condition are used to fuel our facilities.
Furniture is Inspected and Disassembled
Tops are Sorted

Those in good condition are refinished and reused. Those in bad condition are cut up and used as structural components in new furniture.
Structural Components are Removed

Those in good condition are reused.
Those in bad condition are used to fuel our facilities.
Case Backs are Removed
Those in good condition are reused.
All Hardware is Sorted and Reused